Lucy Puentes()
Why Sit In The Dark

"I don't need you to light up my world, just sit with me in the dark. Give people time. Give people space. Never beg anyone to stay. Let them roam cuz what's meant for you will always be yours." 

Why sit in the dark? ¿?
When we could play in the dark, like when it rains in the park
cuz I don't wanna to leave you clueless and full of contemptuousness, rather than show you what bright future could possible wait ahead of us
And if I never go after what I want then how would I ever know it's for me?
How would I ever grow into the person I'm meant to be
And if you're so down to earth and I'm up in the stars, than I say fuck the dark, baby
Show me the sea and I'll take you to Mars
Show me a New Beginning and I'll take you somewhere far
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Seaside

I don't need you to stay by my side
up Loving N' touching on me day and day after night
don't need you to lighten up my life life or whisper sweet nothings just to make me feel alright cuz i know it means nothing when you start to get lonely at night

So Just Forget about everything and let's spend sometime, don't ask anything, let's enjoy each others time time unwind for the night
Leave behind the remains of our past,
Feel the wind and feel the hot sun
I'm sure we can still talk, laugh and have fun fun
Do re mi fa So even though your so down to earth and I'm up in the stars, just don't ask me to sit in the dark with you cuz baby I'm already up in the stars, it's not too far far
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And if you show me the sea, sit, kiss and Enjoy the sun and warm summer breeze, I'll take you up to the hillsides where we could gaze and over look the LA city stars and lights lights
And if you're so down to earth and I'm up in the stars than I say fuck the dark baby, hop in the car we gunna go somewhere far far
No where you've ever seen, we'll travel to Jupiter and Mars or we could even go to Paris just to see the moon and stars stars
wine N' dine, sip champagne while it's still warm at dark
And if there's ever a time when you don't understand, Just hold my hand Put our toes in the sand feel the wind blow as the weaves flow against our souls almost taking us to another land land
we'll have a grand time, sit, kiss and Enjoy the sun and warm summer breeze at night

And when this is all over and we've seen our sights, took our flights, gone on with our lives and whenever you ever find yourself stuck between a rock and a boulder, you'll be glad you looked over your shoulder that night and wondered what is that little light
Do re mi fa So even though your so down to earth and I'm up in the stars
Show me a New Beginning,
And ill take you somewhere Far
No where you've ever been
We'll Travel to Jupiter and mars
And if you show me the sea, I'll show you the stars
Cuz your the light in the dark that helps me find my way
And between us there's a spark
Ahead is a bright future that awaits
Show me The sea
And I'll take you to mars
without you I'm nothing
But a spec in the Stars
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Cuz Love
can be loss
or maybe
not

(Follow me lets get lost)
go ahead  baby give it your best shot
Why wonder when we could talk
Stay awhile and take a walk
I'm versatile baby, I admire all small talk
And could love you and all your honest flaws
So say something cuz you'll never know unless you give it a shot
(Stay with me)

CuzLove
Is either lived
or lost
Or not

CuzLove
Is like
a kaleidoscope
Changing shapes and sizes in every direction you go
Threw the highs and the lows
Cuz love it's not always so perfect
or simple

I need a sign or a signal if we can, take a chance, Let's dance, Turn back time to
when everything was simple, tired of giving and giving but getting back so little
Wishing I could turn all these ever-changing displays of beauty Into tempo

Cuz love
is not always
so perfect
or simple

with a new perspective revealed
It's not just about you or your ego
But everyone else you're involved with
remain open and not broken
Stay lovable and not Gullible
?then you'll experience multiple types of commitment
on different levels
with different people

Cuz love
is not always
picture perfect
nor is it easily learnable with definition in tact, But in fact,
comes in many different shapes, sizes, colors and sequels
So grow and go love you and your peoples

Cuzlove is
more than a lustful lost control
But if you're not careful it could definitely feel like your losing control
Through the highs and lows
I suppose, Cuz not everything that allows you to grow is not always necessarily
good for your soul
(Stay with me)
CuzLove
Is either lived
or lost
Or not
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The blood in your veins must be infused with stardust
The taste of your lips must be more than bliss
Because I fail to see exactly how an average person could be so amazing
And so hard to resist
It's hard to apprehend? why you couldn't feel like this
I know I was meant for you
I know I was
I could feel it in the middle of my stomach, baby tell me how you really feel
Watch me closely, ?Hold me tightly, stare back let me see you react so I know you feel me
Cuz Whenever your around I'm drawn to you, put you in a room full of people and yet the only one I would see is you
But in secrecy? I knew you could never be into me
Bourgeoisie, outta my ?League, fucks with me, why can't you see that I would do just a about anything just to have you next to me
love you unconditionally, here or overseas, Baby, put me at ease and I'll love you anywhere as long as you come wit me

And if you told me tomorrow, oh what fun that would be
Then what's to stop me from being your pretty lady, baby
but what is and what should never be
when happiness is what all I really need
so badly
I guess what will be the same will be
and inspiration and beauty
is all I'm meant to see
cuz what is and what should never be
and if you have to ask, boy it's love within that will set you free
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there is no good in goodbye
it's a oxymoronic
a contradictory conundrum
a half-assed melancholic mystery
and I wish it was easy
to let go
but I do know this
I wish you well
and hope we meet again in another life
where our lives collide once more again
hopefully with a better end
?where I could hold you tight and tell you what's really been going threw my head
or where you don't misread me cuz you left my cover unread
it may be a long enduring time my friend
but the reunion will be well worth the wait
where we will writ to the author of our faith
cuz maybe not in this lifetime but I know we've loved each other at some point and date
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